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F RO M  C O N C EP T I O N  TO  C REAT I O N

We have lovingly put together a Pleated and Cellular Collection that contains 

exciting and inspirational fabrics influenced from our travels around the world. 

Our trend analysts have been dedicated in the creative process to ensure all 

designs and tones selected will feature in current and upcoming trends. 

All of our fabrics are tried and tested to their very limit to ensure you receive 

only outstanding, quality fabrics - as we know you deserve the best.

In the Collection there are a stunning array of classic neutrals,  striking 
hues, new technologies in fabrics and on trend colours and designs. 

Featured  Fabric: Hive Blackout Black
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PERFO RMAN C E  FABR I C S

Advanced Solar Control - This 
fabric acts as a barrier to heat loss 
and offers protection from harmful 
UV rays.

Blackout  - For when additional 
light control is required in places 
such as children’s bedrooms. 

Fire Retardant – Gives peace of 
mind for areas where flames may 
be present.

Anti-Static - Repels dust ensuring 
your blind stays fresher for longer.

Moisture Resistant - Prevents the 
collection of dampness stopping 
mould forming; perfect blinds for 
bathrooms and kitchens.

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Kiwi
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Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Azure

We recognise that colour has the ability to affect our moods 

which is why extensive research has gone into identifying 

particular shades that will create a positive ambience. 

We have also colour harmonised a selection of our Pleated 

and Cellular fabric ranges with our plain range of Roller 

and Vertical Palette fabrics to give you the choice to have  

beautiful co-ordinating blinds.

I M P O R TA N C E  O F  C O L O U R
the

Infusion asc Raspberry

harmonises with...

Palette Scarlet

Infusion asc Azure

harmonises w
ith...

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Raspberry

Palette Denim
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it’s not just a blind,
it’s so much more!



Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Ivory
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T IMELESS  C LASS I C S

Sophisticated & Glamourous - they always hold their own.

To create a peaceful sanctuary we need a colour that is not too 

overwhelming, that creates an open and expansive feel and yet still 

maintains a warm atmosphere. 

The colours that accomplish this effortlessly are our ever faithful 

whites and creams. 

Featured  Fabric: Premier Dolphin
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SOPHIST ICATED
GLAMOROUS&

Featured  Fabric: Ribbons asc White
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Our personal favourite is this gorgeous, 

golden brown Infusion asc Coffee…

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Coffee
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RICH & LUXURIOUS

Beiges & Browns

These warm, dark natural tones 

are predominantly used to create 

allure and depth within a room. 

They transition well from summer 

to winter making them the perfect 

window covering choice. 

Take a look at our  delicious beige 

and brown fabric options.

Featured  Fabric: Hive Silkweave Elephant

Infusion asc Coffee

Hive Plain Fudge

Autumn Leaf asc Walnut

Daisy Chain asc Gentle Fawn

Infusion asc Chocolate
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T REND I N G  T EXTURES

As human beings we are synonymous 

with being drawn to textures,

we are tactile creatures after all.

Textures add an intriguing dimension 

to a blind and they are a subtle 

alternative to a design. Luckily, we 

have an assortment of textured 

pleats for you to pick from. 

TEXTURE
Featured  Fabric: Mineral asc Fawn

Mineral asc Fawn
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THE MINERAL RANGE

A raised textured fabric that absorbs 
light and conveys a sense of a warm 
and cosy atmosphere.

THE RUSHWEAVE RANGE

A simple weave design that creates 
interest and depth within a room. 
The fabric is available in standard 
shading or sheer.

THE CRUSH RANGE

Our crushed fabrics come in a 
spectrum of inspirational colours 
that can blend exquisitely with 
modern or traditional interiors. 

THE SILKETTE RANGE

A modern, textured fabric pleat 
with a silk shine throughout. The 
glimmer design reflects light and 
opens up a room to give a spacious 
feel. 

Silkette asc White

Silkette asc Fudge

Silkette asc Gold Silkette asc Sand

Silkette asc Concrete

Silkette asc Iron

Crush asc Swan

Crush asc Raven

Crush asc Cognac

Crush asc Redearth

Crush asc Sage Blue

Crush asc Oyster

Crush asc Papyrus

Crush asc Black

Crush asc Red

Crush asc Silver

Crush asc Winter Green

Crush asc Turquoise

Mineral asc Ivory

Mineral asc Papyrus

Rushweave asc White

Rushweave asc Beige

Mineral asc Cream

Mineral asc Fawn

Rushweave asc Cream

Rushweave asc  Silver
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O N  T REND  C O L O UR  -  G REY

Grey is inherently seen as a stable colour as it represents stone, rock and 

granite. It is a  sophisticated hue that is used extensively throughout the fashion 

and interior design world. 

Within the Collection we have a selection of greys from blackened, warm greys 

to cool, pale, inky greys.

Grey responds beautifully to both warm and cool shades. It is a trend colour 
that is unobtrusive and can be used with confidence as either a dominating 

or accent hue.
Featured  Fabric: Hive Silkweave Raven, Hive Blackout Iron
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There’s a shade to suit 
every taste...
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BOLD IS 
beautiful
For the  adventurists out there we 

have an exciting spectrum of 

colourful fabrics for you to

indulge in... 

Featured  Fabric: Hive  Matrix Teal
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Inspiration for every 
room that you will 
love for a lifetime

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Raspberry
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WARM
Warming it up - A trend that is storming it’s way into the window coverings 

market is warm, rustic tones. This has been influenced from the bronze, 

copper, rose gold notes we have seen dominating the fashion and design 

industry. 

Earthy notes are an easy trend to adopt as they complement and bring to life 

stable base hues such as whites, creams, beiges, greys and blacks. 

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Rustic

VS
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C O O L
Bring back the blues - Blues enhance a window space with a quiet 

confidence and can create a tranquil and peaceful environment. 

It is a practical colour as it is entirely versatile throughout the home as the 

tones work harmoniously with traditional or modern looks.

We have an abundance of blue shades on offer ranging from the subtle 

Infusion asc Pale Blue to the striking Galaxy asc Blackout Indigo.

VS

Featured  Fabric: Ribbons asc Blue
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A clever colour, 
suitable for every season
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A clever colour, 
suitable for every season

G O  G RE EN

Green is a colour that can sit wonderfully with your furniture as there are 

varying degrees of tones to choose from. 

This colour is perfect when looking to achieve an opulent look as it 

connotes grandeur and elegance. 

It also has the ability to create a fresh, youthful 

environment as lighter tones of green remind 

us of  nature and spring. 

Featured  Fabric: Hive  Blackout Green Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Jade
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DELICATE
DESIRABLE&

D ES I G NS

Beautiful Botanics

Foliage Designs- timeless

Did you know linear designs are 
trending?

Featured  Fabric: Japonica asc Silk
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NEW BO RD ER  D ES I G N

Introduce an aspect of nature 
into your home.

The Vine and Butterfly border is a 

delicate design that adds a subtle 

element of interest to your blinds. 

The border comes in a selection of 

three muted colours options.

For a charmingly quaint look try 

our Vine and Butterfly Spring...

Featured  Fabric: Vine & Butterfly asc Spring
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After extensive research and 

development a new, improved 

cellular pleated structure has 

been created to give increased 

insulation with a modern, sleek 

look.  

The unique cellular design holds 

a layer of air which acts as an 

insulator, improving climate control 

and helping to reduce energy bills.

Anti-Static, Heat Blocking and 
Sound Absorbent.

Featured  Fabric: Hive  Matrix Teal

Hive fabrics are available in Plain, 

Blackout, Fire Retardant and 

luxury designs. 

Hive Barley is one of our neutral 

tones that subtly softens the light 

that coming into your room, creating 

an elegant, warming atmosphere. 

Hive Blackout is the ideal choice 

for a room when additional light 

control is required in your home. 

The Blackout range consists of 14 

natural, trend and bold colours. 

Why not make a bold statement 
with Hive Blackout Black?
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Featured  Fabric: Hive Silkweave Elephant

HIVE LUXURY 
DESIGNS
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C O - O RD I NAT E  YO UR  BL I N DS

We have harmonised our Palette 

fabric range with a selection of our 

Hive fabrics to give you the option 

of co-ordinating cellular, roller, and 

vertical blinds within your home.

HIVE® MATRIX

A modern, vibrant style fabric.

Matrix Silver

Matrix Brown

Matrix Green Matrix Brick

Matrix Teal

Matrix Cream

Featured  Fabric: Hive® Blackout Black

Featured  Fabric: Hive  Blackout Iron

HIVE® SILKWEAVE

A classic linen-look inspired design.

Silkweave Blackout Elephant

Silkweave Blackout Raven

Silkweave Blackout Hills

*Both designs are offered in standard or 
blackout fabrics. 

Palette Iron

Palette Concrete
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Intu is designed to fully integrate with most window systems, including tilt 

and turn windows and glazed doors.

Available in standard control operation through the profiled bottom bar

or a wand operation for harder to reach areas. 

Both operations are child safe by design. 

I N TU  M I C RO

Infusion asc Micro Fabrics
Six fabric colour options to choose from

Featured  Fabric: Infusion Micro asc Taupe

Infusion asc Micro White

Infusion asc Micro Cream

Infusion asc Micro Ivory

Infusion asc Micro Beige

Infusion asc Micro Taupe

Infusion asc Micro Black

CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.
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I N TU  M I C RO  SYST EM

We have designed and developed a new  slimline micro 

INTU system that allows pleated blinds to be installed 

into compact spaces and bi-fold doors.

INTU Micro system is child safe and is available in both 

brown and white to beautifully complement both PVC and 

wooden frames. 

Multi-Zone 

An option that provides you with greater control over 

shade and light. Lower headrail and raise bottom bar 

for more precise positioning.
Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Micro Cream

CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.
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NEW SENSES  P L EAT ED  SYST EM

Senses Pleated will sit perfectly in your interior 

design as it is  slimline system allowing a neater, more 

aesthetically pleasing finish. 

This child safe system comes in 7 rail colours and 9 

endcap colours in co-ordinating shades to complete

the luxurious look. 

Designed with functionality in mind

The tensioned system is controlled via a profiled 

bottomrail and it can be repositioned simply by 

lowering or raising the bar. 

The integrated cordlock free-hanging system is secured by 

moving the cord to raise and lower the blind to the desired 

position. 

Featured  Fabric: 

Great News! all of our wonderful 
pleated & cellular fabrics can be 
used with this system...

profiled 
bottomrail

9 endcap 

colours

CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.
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Designed with 
functionality

in mind...

Featured  Fabric: Infusion asc Grape



PERFECT 
pleats

Featured  Fabric: Galaxy Silver

Add colour and 
interest with your 

blinds...
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designed 
for you
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Visit our website to view our full Style Studio Pleated and 

Cellular Collection and to find details of your local suppliers.
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Eclipse Blinds Systems   Inchinnan Business Park  Renfrew  Scotland  PA4 9RE   

t: +44 (0)141 814 3500   f: +44(0)141 814 3510   www.stylestudio.co.uk


